Unraveling the diagnostic clues of depression and GAD: the primary care challenge.
Anxiety and depression are commonly encountered in primary care, with a prevalence ranging from 5% to 10%. These disorders are associated with significant and persistent impairment in functioning, risk of suicide, and substantial economic cost. Comorbidity of depression and anxiety is frequent and intensifies the burden of illness. However, patients with anxiety and depression often present to primary care physicians (PCPs) with ill-defined somatic symptoms, and both disorders are under-recognized and under-treated. PCPs should be aware that the typical presentation of anxiety and depression may not be with classical psychological symptoms, but rather with vague somatic symptoms that are often hard to treat and result in frequent repeat visits. Once anxiety and depression are accurately recognized, most patients can successfully be managed in primary care. A wide range of effective drugs is available, allowing selection of an optimal treatment for each patient. Antidepressants are effective as monotherapy in comorbid patients, and newer agents such as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors or serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors have been shown to be effective in the treatment of anxiety and depression. Adherence to medication can be improved if drug treatment is integrated into a package of patient education and support. PCPs have a vital role to play in identifying anxiety and depression amongst their patients, and building a therapeutic partnership to achieve successful treatment.